ABSTRACT

Using various types of broadly classified and large-scale data, the Ethiopian Construction Design and Supervision Works Corporation (ECDSWC) provides professional services such as engineering studies and design. Storing, managing, and sharing datasets within workgroups and research teams was not an easy task before the corporation implemented the data portal. To resolve the issues related to data management, this study provides a secured and modular data portal by implementing REST API principles. The data portal is used to manage a wide variety of datasets, such as spatial data and their attributes, along with metadata and other serialized documents that support the business operation of the corporation. On the top of data management strategies, the Security in Depth (SiD) mechanism is developed by implementing the Unified Identity Authentication Service, which provides a multilayered security scheme. The applicability of the data portal is demonstrated using datasets obtained from ECDSWC. Further, the accuracy, integrity and privacy of the data are evaluated, and system performance is weighed through a prepared test case.
1. INTRODUCTION

In most African countries, the majority of data is recorded, published, and shared predominantly in hard copies. According to Amugongo et al. (2016), the impacts of digital data usage are found in a few African countries such as Kenya, Morocco, Tunisia, South Africa, Uganda, and Cameroon. On the other hand, in countries such as Ethiopia, very few groups of people can digitally store, share, and publish their data. The digital data used by those groups of people is unorganized, unmanaged, and difficult to share between different work groups. Further, with an increase in data volume generated from different projects and research works in these countries, there should be a robust and efficient data management system in place.

The Ethiopian Construction Design and Supervision Works Corporation (ECDSWC) is an Ethiopian government organization that provides professional services in multidisciplinary areas such as geology, meteorology, geodesy, hydrology, and soil and land evaluation. The organization demands an enormous volume of datasets to mobilize research and project work in the above-mentioned domains. Hence, it invests huge amount of money for research data collection. The collected data is large and broadly classified; as a result, it is difficult to manage using conventional methods. Moreover, the corporation must also manage documents such as standards, manuals, operational procedures, and project reports. Therefore, storing, managing, and sharing data within workgroups and research teams is not an easy task. Data anonymization, processing, integrity, and privacy are also the other challenges facing the corporation. Consequently, the corporation requires a data management system that is agile, modular, robust, and data-driven in order to store, manage, and share the datasets.

Prior evidence illustrates that data management plays a connecting role between data acquisition, data modelling, data visualization, and data analysis (Breunig et al. 2020). It also ensures continuous availability and reusability of data. Therefore, making digital data available for data users and preserving it accessible through online platform can benefit innovators as well as citizens to reuse their datasets (Amugongo et al. 2016). Prior research (Lnenicka et al. 2021) also argued that database technology can help data publishers to store all the relevant data in a managed fashion. Therefore, the structured, agile, and robust data management systems, depending on the purpose and discipline, can enable data users to acquire a high value of datasets (Lnenicka et al. 2021). Demand for data management, a growing number of data types, and the exponentially exploding volume of datasets (Wu et al. 2020) require scientists and researchers to find a scalable data integration and processing methods (Daquino et al. 2022; Pereira et al. 2022; Wu et al. 2020; Wu et al. 2022).

Data integration is the process used to provide a uniform view of datasets from the set of distributed, autonomous, and heterogeneous sources (Ji et al. 2019). Depending on the framework, the global schema can be necessary to produce a reconciled view of all available data from different sources (Ji et al. 2019). Various types of data integration techniques are available to deal with disparity, complexity, and heterogeneity of data sources. A well-known data integration techniques and approaches include ontological models (Wu et al. 2020); linked data platforms (Wu et al. 2022); data modeling, ingestion, and metadata extraction (Bauermeister et al. 2020); and federated query processing (Ji et al. 2019). Data integration is a complex process and comprises many sub-systems. This study emphasized the importance of data integration; therefore, the data portal needed to enfold data integration technique to exploit and visualize valuable knowledge and insights from heterogeneous and distributed datasets. However, for now the main goal of the study is to implement a scalable and robust database system.

To efficiently handle an exponentially exploding volume of data, this research prioritized the design and implementation of reliable and robust data storage as well as data-driven approaches to manage large and heterogeneous datasets. We reviewed different types of principles, technologies, and best practices that can help to store, manage, and share digital data. These technologies include, but are not limited to web services, remote method invocation (RMI), common object request broker architecture (CORBA), and distributed component object model (DCOM). When it comes to security or compatibility issues, technologies like RMI, CORBA, and DCOM can cause data breaches, making it challenging to share data through these platforms (Halili et al. 2018). Conversely, web services are platform independent and applicable in distributed and heterogeneous environments (Kumari et al. 2015). Therefore, they allow
multiple applications to be built via various programming languages and chain the module communication (Halili et al. 2018; Kumari et al. 2015). On top of that, the security scheme called Transport Layer Security (TLS) is used to secure web services (McGovern et al. 2003), supporting secure data sharing on the internet. TLS is the de facto standard to encrypt data between HTTP requests and responses (McGovern et al. 2003).

There are two main types of web services, namely, simple object access protocol (SOAP) and representational state transfer (REST) (Li et al. 2009; Mancini et al. 2022). In SOAP, web services have a unique web service description language (WSDL), which is used to document the contract between service provider and consumer. However, in REST, each service is represented in terms of its resources and each resource has a unique resource identifier (URI) through which services are accessed (Halili et al. 2018; Kumari et al. 2015). This makes REST preferable to SOAP. The other reason that REST outperforms SOAP is that REST is lightweight in nature, that is, REST can have message formats in JavaScript object notation (JSON) (Wu et al. 2022). As described in Wu et al. (2022), REST APIs can frequently change, are generally lightweight with few constraints, and are utilized as the building block for data communication in many web services. Consequently, multiple types of data repositories are currently using REST API (Kumari et al. 2015). On the other hand, SOAP relies on XML only, is verbose in nature, and increases the load on the server and network traffic (Halili et al. 2018). Parsing of SOAP messages can also intensify memory usage and computationally overload (Kumari et al. 2015).

To manage the large volumes of datasets and handle data transactions in the ECDSWC, this research work implements REST API principle encapsulated secured and modular data portal. The data portal is intended to manage raw data and other working documents together in a single platform. Within the data portal, raw data is organized, stored, and accessed in various thematic areas including geodesy, meteorology, hydrology, geology, and soil and land evaluation, and the objects of metadata are stored and can be edited when needed. Moreover, the data portal is planned to create a platform to store, organize, and access standards, manuals, operational procedures, and project reports. Therefore, the research teams and work groups in the corporation can store, retrieve, share, and manage relevant information, which supports business operations of the corporation and minimizes workload.

On top of data management strategies, data integrity and privacy, and system performance are also important. For the integrity, privacy, and user management, a unified identity authentication service (UIAS) is required, which can be achieved through configuration of the spring security framework and Microsoft’s lightweight directory access protocol (LDAP). LDAP is an open, vendor-neutral, industry standard application protocol to access and maintain distributed directory information over an IP network (Wang et al. 2016). It is an x.500 standard with a hierarchical structure to store the data (Wu et al. 2014). The spring security framework is a highly customizable authentication and access control framework that provides powerful and customizable security features such as authentication and authorization (Islam et al. 2020). It is the de facto standard for securing Spring-based applications (Islam et al. 2020; Nguyen et al. 2019).

The other is database performance tuning, which improves overall system performance. The query processing overhead of database could be correlated with the whole system performance, which affects application design, code compilation, memory, and I/O strategy (Colley et al. 2017). In this regard, this study also examined various methods and principles for system and data storage performance tuning.

2. SECURED AND MODULAR DATA PORTAL

As discussed in the introduction section, various studies demonstrated the difficulties of storing, managing, and sharing large-sized, heterogeneous, and serialized binary data of different file formats. The exponential growth in the size of the dataset and the human-machine interaction also encountered integrity and privacy issues with the data, as well as system performance overhead. Developing a modular and integrated system to manage the datasets as well as their transactions at a research and engineering institute like ECDSWC is vital, considering a wide variety of issues as described above.
2.1. WHY IS THE DATA PORTAL REQUIRED FOR ECDSWC?

ECDSWC mobilizes multidisciplinary engineering and research work by using various types of broadly classified and large datasets. However, ECDSWC did not initially maintain an integrated data storage, sharing, and management system. This resulted in high work redundancy and significant budget spending while buying data repeatedly. On top of that, it was subject to data loss, breaches, security, and privacy issues.

To resolve these issues, this study created an opportunity to design and develop an integrated data management system that can store, manage, and share data, as well as to help in data reuse. Moreover, the system can be used for corresponding metadata clarification, data quality check, and input variable identification, which will resolve multiple problems that arise due to a lack of data management in the corporation (Mitiku et al. 2020). As an example, because of climate change in temporal and spatial variation, remote sensing and geo-observation technologies produce large volumes of data exponentially (Divac et al. 2009). As a result, the variety and velocity of recorded values of evolving spatial data have increased sharply over the last decade, resulting in uncertainty in all aspects of data management strategies (Züfle et al. 2020). In addition, the records of the spatial data attribute also increases the size of the data. Therefore, an agile, robust, and mature data management system needs to be in place. The other issues are privacy, integrity, and system performance. To improve system performance, database indexing, normalization, the REST API principle, thread pooling and file transfer via JSON file format are applied. To handle privacy, integrity, and user management, UIAS is achieved through the configuration of the spring security framework and the LDAP server. For access control, a role-based function has been implemented.

2.2. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

The design and implementation of a modular and secured data portal is needed to store, manage, and transfer data in the ECDSWC while ensuring data privacy and integrity. The significance of data integrity and privacy becomes even more serious when data is under attack (Pandey et al. 2020). Data integrity and privacy thus help to ensure the organization's brand. Integrity refers to maintaining and assuring the accuracy, and consistency of data, whereas privacy is about a proper handling, processing, storing, and usage of data (Pandey et al. 2020).

Therefore, this study develops a database system that can manage data and its transactions. It also implements a cross-platform authentication scheme known as UIAS. UIAS is the SID mechanism that provides multilayered security measurements such as an implementation of TLS over HTTP protocol for web requests and creates a web-form that uses the ‘POST’ method. It also configures the secured socket layer (SSL) over LDAP server for identity validation and implements access privileges for data mapping and object binding. As shown in Figure 1, the enterprise system has many components and is designed into three distinct layers: presentation, service, and data access.
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The Presentation layer implements user input and data access modules using Java Server Page (JSP), JavaScript (Js) and Cascading Style Sheet (CSS). To access, store and manage data in the repository, users need to log into the system. When the user is logged into the system, a connection is established with Read-Only and Read-Write privilege. The Read Only (R*) privilege is granted to the ‘Corporation User’ to enable data access. The Read-Write (Wr*) privilege is granted to the ‘Elite User,’ who can store metadata as well as binary data and manage data in the repository. This layer is also used to validate user inputs, file types and sizes. Moreover, it implements an asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX) instance to handle and parse JSON files that are mapped from the service layer. Then the parsed file is displayed on web page in as a table, text message and binary data of different file formats. AJAX is implemented by using the XMLHttpRequest() JavaScript object, which is an abstract, built-in browser instance.

The service layer is used as a bridge to establish a secured connection between the presentation layer and model object, which uses HTTPS protocol and the ‘POST’ method. In addition to HTTPS configuration, the configuration of the spring security framework and the LDAP server is achieved, which carried out in Java XML class. This configuration creates a secured communication channel by implementing SSL over the LDAP server. In this configuration, an authentication manager <sec:authentication-manager> is a core interface in spring security framework that handles configuration procedures between the LDAP server and spring security framework. This layer establishes a secured channel and transmits the user identity credential from the presentation layer to the LDAP server via the TCP/IP protocol. If the user does not provide an identity credential, the LDAP establishes a default anonymous session; therefore, anonymous user can potentially access the resource (Halili et al. 2018; Wu et al. 2022). However, in this implementation, we prevented anonymous sessions to protect resources from unauthorized access.

The data access layer is the last layer of the architecture and is used to store ECDSWC data in the database. To deliver the data upon a user’s demand, this layer connects to the model object via Java Database Connectivity (JDBC). The model object is a standalone and high-fidelity model of a real-world entity (Kumari et al. 2015). Both the data access instance and access privilege instance are implemented inside a model object based on the uniform interface of the REST API principle. The controller in the model object handles resource mapping, data binding, and file uploading between the data object and the presentation layer. Therefore, the resource mapping between the client and the data server is in a modular fashion. It is achieved by creating a layer of abstraction on the top of data access layer by defining resources that encapsulate entities of the data.

2.3. CONCEPTUAL DATA MODEL

The Conceptual Data Model (CDM) is a high-level representation of data that the organization uses. It explains the relationships between entities, rather than providing a detailed description of data about the business (West 2011). According to Batra et al. (1992) and Sherman (2015), CDMs focus on identifying entities, attributes, categories, and relationships between the entities but not their processing flow or physical characteristics. They involve representing the entire information content of the database in abstract terms relative to the way the data is physically stored (Batra et al. 1992). Therefore, developing CDM based on system requirements is a critical and demanding task in the overall database design.

Figure 2 represents the CDM of the ECDSWC data portal. It discusses entities, entity attributes, and relationships between entities. There are 16 entities generated and two types of cardinalities formed, which are used to represent the degree of relationships between entities, such as One (1) to Many (*) and Many (*) to Many (*). As result, the CDM show the data fragmentation strategies and their relationships in the database. The parent object internal entity is created to represent all the corporation data. From the internal entity, the project_data entity is formed that is the target data that can be managed by the data portal. This creates one-to-many relationships between the internal and project_data entities.

As the next step, the project_data entity is decomposed into data_types_inv and doc_cat entities and created one-to-many relationship on both sides. Both the data_types_inv and doc_cat entities are used to store a raw data’s thematic area description and project report’s category annotation respectively. The grant_project entity is formed by creating a bridge table between the project_data and login11 entities, using many-to-many relationship. The login11 entity is used to hold user information for the purpose of managing the data portal access.
privileges and acquires user information from the corporation’s LDAP server. Users are managed in groups; therefore, a national_cor_center entity is created to group user information under centers or sectors of the corporation. Sectors or centers are further grouped into different types of core processes. Hence, to represent the core process of the center or sector, the eco_process entity is created, which forms a one-to-many relationship with the national_cor_center entity.

The project report category, the doc_cat entity, is preserved by the core process of sectors or centers, which creates one-to-many relationships with the eco_process entity. In addition, the eco_process and login11 entities created one-to-many relationships that indicate the users of core process have information stored in the login11 entity. Therefore, to access the project report category, the user must ask for privilege from the core process, which creates a bridge table called ask_privilege that forms many-to-many relationships between the eco_process and doc_cat entities, as well as an equivalent relationship between the eco_process and login11 entities. Then the requested project report document is awarded to the user who made the request, which creates many-to-many relationships by forming a bridge table privileged in between the doc_cat and login11 entities.

The thematic area of raw data, data_type_inv entity, is further decomposed into classification and creates an inv_category entity by using one-to-many relationship. The inv_category entity is used to store the classification metadata of the project’s raw data. It creates a one-to-many relationship between raw data’s binary file storage, which is file_archive entity. To store the raw data’s binary file, the user needed to get the privilege, which creates a one-to-many relationship with the login11 entity. Further, the file_archive entity creates a one-to-many relationship with the region and basin entities.

The other is the office_doc_branch entity, which stores sub-classified information about the project report’s category metadata and creates one-to-many relationship with the doc_cat entity. Moreover, the office_doc_branch entity has one-to-many relationship with the o_office_doc_archive entity. The o_office_doc_archive entity is used to store project report documents. The user needs privileges to store the document; therefore, the o_office_doc_archive entity creates a one-to-many relationship with the login11 entity.

2.4. PERFORMANCE TUNING

Previous studies have demonstrated the key considerations for database performance tuning, such as the database design principles, database query, I/O optimization, and parallel query
process. The goal of database performance tuning is to minimize the response time of queries (Kamatkar et al. 2018). This goal can be achieved by understanding the logical and physical structure of data, applications used on the system, and how the conflicts are managed on the database (Kamatkar et al. 2018).

2.4.1. Database design principle
Poor database design leads to inadequate database performance (Kamatkar et al. 2018) as it miscarries the database Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, and Durability (ACID), which makes database lose durability, and makes it expensive when carrying out the operation. However, a good database design minimizes redundancy and anomalies, preserves known functional dependencies, and prevents spurious information from emerging (Albaraka et al. 2018). Normalization is database design method to organize data in relations or tables following specific rules to reduce data duplication and ensure referential integrity (Fong et al. 2021). A normalized database can also have effects on improving maintainability and scalability (Albaraka et al. 2018). Hence, it reduces costs associated with insertion, deletion, and changing anomalies. Even minimizing a small amount of anomalies can result in significant cost minimization (Sobol et al. 1996), which improves database performance.

According to (Albaraka et al. 2018), achieving Third Normal Form (3 NF) for all the database tables is advantageous over a non-normalized database structure. Therefore, every database should be normalized to at least 3 NF, meaning the primary keys are defined and columns are atomic; therefore, there are no repeating groups, no partial dependencies, and no transitive dependencies (Albaraka et al. 2018). Figure 3 shows the database design structure of the ECDSWC data portal. It provides mass storage to store data, such as spatial data and its attributes along with metadata and other documents.

This novel design structure is achieved based on the principle of 3 NF. As stated in (Albaraka et al. 2018), the database design based on 3 NF meets all the requirements of 2 NF and removes transitive dependency from a unit database table, that is, all of the columns must be dependent on the primary key of the table, which improves database performance like flexibility, maintainability, and stability (Sobol et al. 1996). Apart from performance improvement, this database design ensures that transactions will not be affected by any other concurrent transaction; therefore, information saved in the database is immutable until another update or deletion transaction affects it. It is also critical to keep data transactions atomicity to ensure database system’s reliability and if failure happens, it returns all the data to the state before the transaction was executed.

2.4.2. Database indexing
The maximum computation cost in the DBMS engine is fetching of information (Myalapalli et al. 2015). Indexing reduces query time in the database (Colley et al. 2017). It minimizes the number of disk accesses required when a query is processed. However, an improper or missing index is poor database index, and frequently updates database tables; therefore, it leads to
increase disk input/output (I/O) and memory wastage (Kamatkar et al. 2018). However, a proper index removes duplicates that affects system resources (Kamatkar et al. 2018). It is also recommended that indexing should be created on the accurate columns of the database tables (Sultana et al. 2017), like the primary key of the table.

PostgreSQL provides several indexing techniques, such as Balanced tree (B-tree), Hash, Generalized Index Search Tree (GiST), Specially Partitioned-GiST (SP-GiST), Generalized Inverted Index (GIN) and Block Range Index (BRIN) (Sultana et al. 2017). B-tree and hash are the two most used methods (Qu et al. 2019). The ECDSWC database is intended to use the B-tree index type as suggested in (Qu et al. 2019) for the range query process, that is, lower and upper limiting query when conducting data searches from database tables. As discussed in 2.3 and 2.4.1, the ECDSWC database structure is a complex database. Therefore, when creating indexes in the ECDSWC database structure, we selected three (3) database tables that were planned to contain millions of records. Further, the CONCURRENTLY keyword is used with the index query to avoid locking between multiple database operations. Moreover, creating an index yields extra structure in the database (Qu et al. 2019), holds additional space on the database, which creates tension on the overall system. To avoid this tension, the ECDSWC database used WHERE condition to disallow index creation when the item stored in the database is less than a certain number of records.

2.4.3. Parallel query processing

Parallel query processing enables system memories and processors (CPUs) to cooperatively work together to improve system performance in a data-intensive operation of the large database environment (Mancini et al. 2022). When the query optimizer decides to execute parallel query process in PostgreSQL, it creates a query planner. Then the query planner generates a parallel query plan. The process will request a number of background worker processes, which is equal to the number of workers chosen by the planner. The background workers that the planner uses are limited to at most \texttt{max\_parallel\_workers\_per\_gather}, that is, it depends on both \texttt{max\_worker\_processes} and \texttt{max\_parallel\_workers} (Schönig 2019). Therefore, it is possible for a parallel query to run with fewer workers than planned. The above commands such as \texttt{max\_worker\_process} display the number of available worker process during execution; \texttt{max\_parallel\_workers} display the number of workers available for parallel query and \texttt{max\_parallel\_workers\_per\_gather} identifies the total number of background worker when parallelism executes.

PostgreSQL executes several parallel query types including parallel sequential scan, parallel index scan, B-tree creation, aggregation and append (Schönig 2019). The data portal implements parallel B-tree index formation and parallel index scanning to reduce index creation and scanning time. As discussed in section 2.4.2, indexes speed up database searching processes. However, creating an index and scanning the index within a database that stores large datasets can still be computationally expensive.

2.4.4. JSON file transaction

XML and JSON are two data serialization formats used for data transmission between web applications (Afsari et al. 2017). XML produces child nodes and parent nodes while JSON uses lightweight data based on key-value pairs, which is effective to improve system performance (Yahui 2012). Therefore, it saves execution space and time, and reduces network latency. JSON file format has been widely used in web applications (Daquino et al. 2022; Ramachandran et al. 2018; Zioti et al. 2022; Wu et al. 2022). According to Ramachandran et al. (2018) it is best practice to use JSON file format for data sharing in repositories that have large-scale data. The ECDSWC data portal thus implements the \texttt{com.google.gson.Gson}, maven dependency, which encodes data in a JSON file format. On the implementation, the function \texttt{json.toJson<param1, param2>\textasciitilde} calls the \texttt{data<\_param1, \_param2>} method to invoke a Data Access Object (DAO) that returns value into Map. Entry<key, value> pairs within JSON file format. The return value is then passed to the client side, which is the presentation layer.

2.4.5. Thread pool to handle user’s query

The data portal is implemented thread pool with a maximum number of threads, which is available in the processor of the system hardware. In the implementation, the thread pool is
created on top of SQL batch processing, which handles bulk data and other user queries in the style of the multithreaded query handling structure. Instead of processing data sequentially in the loops by using single thread, allowing high number of cores for multithread is efficient (Schönherr et al. 2011). To do that the Java class object `<thread_pool>` is implemented.

Thread pool implementation in multi-tasking environment provides load balancing when the thread process shares mutual queue. To balance load and jobs in a queue, this study provides balanced file handling method by implementing java list object, `List<thread_pool> threads = Arrays.asList<param>`, which runs in the thread pool. Sometimes there will be a high thread demand that can kill active processes. Therefore, the thread balancing is used to optimize high thread demands on such occasion, which improves performance of the existing system.

The user queries and bulk data of different file format is then passed to a prepared statement, which executes a database query. Prepared statement creates a copy of the embedded SQL statement to iteratively execute Data Manipulation Language (DML) for the multiple sets of values. When the iteration ends, the `executeBatch()` method is called and executed to store data in the database.

### 3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

#### 3.1. DATA PORTAL MODULES

The data users that use large and broadly classified data can take the advantages of data portal features to store, manage, and share large-sized binary data of different file formats. In addition, the data portal provides UIAS features that consolidate security services and manage data users. UIAS enables users to log into the data portal using active directory domain services accounts of ECDSWC. When users log into the system, a secured connection is established between client and server, and provides Read-Only and Read-Write privilege to the users.

##### 3.1.1. File upload module

*Figure 4* shows user interface (GUI), which is granted for an ‘Elite User’ who has Read-Write (Wr) privilege. The user is responsible for storing and managing files in the repository. When the User clicks on the ‘Add Project Data’ node in the GUI (*Figure 4*), the ‘Add Project’s Raw Data’ sub-module is displayed on the main window. In this sub-module, the user can add single or multiple files, which are then segmented and annotated with metadata. The contents of the interface shown in *Figure 4* are a bulky and broadly classified dataset as well as metadata, ready to upload when the user presses the upload button. A check box and a drop-down list are used to segment and annotate files with their metadata descriptions.

---

Based on the descriptions of metadata, N numbers of files with multiple categories can be added to the interface. At the end, datasets and their metadata are simultaneously
sent to the service layer. The service layer handles the large-sized bulk datasets and their metadata by using thread pools. Thereafter, the thread pool shares task loads to minimize computational complexity. Many data management applications create new threads redundantly to handle data and user queries, which creates performance overhead. To overcome the issue, the modular data portal implements thread pooling to share the single thread operation’s tension in between threads. In addition, the data portal avoids process deletion between threads by balancing the load and queueing jobs. Therefore, thread pooling significantly enhances computational overhead.

When discussing this use cases: **Add Projects Raw Data Sub-Module**, the goal of the user is to upload raw data. The raw data is collected from different projects launched by the ECDSWC and uploaded into the repository. To upload the dataset; first, the dataset or binary file shall be buffered into the <Add Project’s Raw Data> module. Then the user has to embed annotation or metadata such as project name and thematic areas from the drop-down list, and then datasets are segmented under the data type, which is controlled by a checkbox. The dataset’s thematic area and possible classes are as follows. For all categories, an ‘Add New’ option is available.

- Hydrology: cascaded into classes of stream flow and water level.
- Geology: cascaded into classes of Geotechnical, Geophysics, and Geochemistry.
- Geodetic: cascaded into classes of LULC, Land Surveying, and Arial Surveying.

Further, checkboxes are used to define data types, which are under the classification of the dataset. Therefore, the user checks the checkbox to annotate data types of the binary data before storing data in the repository.

The other use case we discuss here: **Add Project Report Sub-Module**. When the user clicks on this node from the parent tree of GUI (Figure 4), the sub-module is displayed on the main window as shown in the Figure 5. The user adds file or binary data to this sub-module and then metadata is annotated from a drop-down list, which is a technical definition of the project report and stored in the repository. The project report is the working document or results derived from project’s raw data. Finally, the project report and its metadata are uploaded into the file repository when the user hits an ‘Upload’ button. Note, if the project reports do not have the related raw data in the repository, the user needs to provide technical definitions and then annotate new metadata such as project name and ID. This project report is considered confidential data and managed under the centers/sectors of ECDSWC. The project reports are grouped into the following categories. Again, an ‘Add New’ option is provided for all categories.

- Design: cascaded into Design work, initiation document, and inception document.
- Supervision: cascaded into initiation document, inspection document, compilation document.
- Study: cascaded into Feasibility Study.
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Within the Manage Repository Module, files are managed in repository, with respect to the integrity policy. The privileged ‘Elite User’ can update annotations and other metadata for a binary file. In this context, the privileges granted to the ‘Elite User’ include the following:

1. Grants project access: Users who created the project can share his/her projects to others.
2. Manages dataset in the repository (raw data or project report): Users are responsible and accountable for the data they stored and if necessary, they can remove the files or binary data from the repository.

3.1.2. Search engine

A search engine provides search execution that allows sophisticated filtering and discoveries. It allows users to start searches using metadata or annotation of files or binary data descriptions. When the user sends a search parameter or keywords of metadata from the GUI, the data access object is invoked. Based on the search key, the annotations of binary data are processed in the file repository and then a result is sent to the presentation layer via the controller model. The raw data is retrieved with the perspective of thematic area of the study such as geodesy, meteorology, hydrology, geology, and soil and land evaluation.

We have two options to access datasets such as Global Search and Table-Based Search. The global search engine uses keywords from the project names (Figure 6). Based on the keyword given, all annotated names for the project data are displayed and then the user chooses the relevant project name of the project to display document or binary data under its thematic area.

The table-based search lists all the annotations of the binary data from the repository (Figure 7). The user can then filter to find the target binary data. Metadata, which is populated in the table header, is used to filter binary data on the table. Therefore, the user filters the table by using the project name from the metadata, then the thematic area of datasets, followed by datasets classification, as seen from Figure 7. For instance, the user selects project name by clicking on the <Project Name> drop down list, then thematic area drop-down list to select the thematic area of the project (Hydrology, Geology, Geodetic, Meteorology, and Soil and Land Evaluation). Finally, the user hits on the classes of thematic area, which display the targeted binary data. At the end, the user downloads the directed file.
3.2. TESTING AND EVALUATION

3.2.1. Experiments and test cases

The modality, functionality, and structure of the data portal, as well as cardinality, confidentiality, and integrity of the data, were tested based on the experiments done. Tests were carried out from both users’ and experts’ perspectives. From a user perspective, the data portal was tested to examine the ease and multi-task supportiveness of the GUI when accessing, storing, and sharing datasets. The test revealed that the GUI can handle concurrent and simultaneous operations, is flexible and interactive, and can handle multiple types of requests and responses via multitasking. Further, it is structurally dynamic because of a complete implementation of hypermedia; as a result, the system loads data or mapping responses on the current page rather than redirecting to the new page. The tests also confirmed that the data portal is reliable and efficient, as measured by the number of failing cases from the total number of test cases performed when storing, managing, and sharing data simultaneously between users. On the failure measurement test, the system was tested via five users with different types of concurrent and simultaneous operations. The first user performed metadata annotation, uploaded raw data, project reports, and managed data and its metadata. The second user completed metadata annotation and uploaded a project’s raw data. The third user worked on searching and viewing of metadata about datasets and then downloaded datasets. The fourth and fifth users did requests for the project report and granting operation, respectively. All the operations were performed in a concurrent manner and simultaneously, which is a total of ten operations. From these operations, zero failures and ten successful operations are recorded. Therefore, it is evident that the data portal is 100 percent efficient and reliable under these test conditions.

From the expert perspective, a test was done in order to assure functionality, availability, and accuracy of the system. A test was also done to check the integrity and privacy of the data in the repository, as well as to test a transaction commit and rollback. These test cases used single and bulk modes of Create, Read, Update, and Delete (CRUD) concurrent operations. Then the ACID, data transaction mechanism was measured to evaluate the degree of changes that occurred to the existing transaction when other concurrent transactions took place. The test was performed by User 1 as well as User 2. The test revealed that transactions were never affected by any other concurrent transaction; therefore, data and its metadata in database are immutable until another update or deletion operation affects it.

The other test case used in the experiment was to verify the performance of the data portal. Experiments were done with a set of input variables within group of five different bulky datasets, such as Meteorology, Geology, Hydrology, Geodetic, and Soil and Land evaluation. In each group, more than five users concurrently perform their operations using CRUD operations. In this test case, file downloading speed of 12 MB/s was recorded when User 3 simultaneously downloaded two different bulky datasets. This shows that the data portal has high performance capacity, and the privacy of data is preserved. Toward this end, this modular data portal adopted the: – AJAX mechanism, REST API principle, database optimization, and thread pooling to its implementation. HTTP requests and responses are exchanged between client and server in the process of resource mapping, which means the data loading and replying to the request are done through multiple endpoints in an asynchronous manner (Lawi et al. 2021). In the REST API, there is no code compilation or page redirection computation cost; therefore, the hyperlink decoration mechanism is independent from the resource identification schema (Li et al. 2016) and defined independently from the schema. Conversely, when the system uses URL redirection, it creates new web pages to handle HTTP responses. As a result, it requires more computational time for code compilation and page creation when compared with loading or mapping of data on the current page, due to DNS lookup time, TCP connection time, SSL handshake time, HTTP header elements, page download time, number of DNS iterations, and number of HTTP redirects (Asrese et al. 2016).

These experiments and test cases were based on 352 projects data stored in the repository, which contained 3,318 binary files of different file formats (see Figure 8 (a) and (b)). Moreover, the binary files in the database add up to around 69 GB in size, as shown in Figure 9.

Generally, these experiments revealed that the data portal can support concurrent operations with acceptable performance, delay tolerance, and keeps privacy and integrity of the data. Therefore, the experiments and test cases showed that this data portal is secured and modular,
and capable and robust to store, manage, and share large-sized datasets. It is also capable of controlling concurrent operations and able to manage all the users and workgroups that can access the system.

3.2.2. System evaluation

Normalization and de-normalization of databases are the two inverse activities. Some prior research argues that normalization, such as 3 NF, augments databases by adding additional tables and requiring joins in queries, making it more expensive than a non-normalized database. Even though there will be more tables after normalization, joining tables is faster and more efficient because it sets a small number of parameters; therefore, the queries will be less complicated compared to the non-normalized design (Albaraka et al. 2018). Moreover, weakly normalized or non-normalized tables can store a larger number of files compared to normalized designs due to potential for data redundancy. As a result, it may increase record size and overhead I/O computation (Sobol et al. 1996). Therefore, implanting 3 NF in this study kept all the columns atomic, and reduced repetition, partial dependencies, and transitive dependencies. As a result, the 3 NF improves the database query performance when comparing with a non-normalized database.

Regarding database indexing, B-tree minimizes computation during the disk's I/O operation. As the analysis presented in Figure 10 and Table 1 show, the computational time of B-tree is $O(\log n)$ while sequential scan takes $O(n)$. The analysis showed that the running time of sequential scan grows faster than B-tree index. We carried out experiments on the data portal using the aforementioned 352 ECDSWC projects, which contains 3,318 different types of binary data (Figure 8 (a) and (b)), and measure about 69 GB in size (Figure 9).

![Figure 8 (a) Query that counts projects data stored in database. (b) Query that counts binary files stored in database.](image1)

![Figure 9 Query that sums file size of raw data in gigabytes.](image2)

Table 1 summarizes the query execution time of both sequential and B-tree indexes. We observed that database operation with B-tree is computationally much better than sequential operation. Other measurements adopted on the data portal were parallel query processing, accessing JSON file formats, and thread pooling. Parallel query processing reduced the index
creation and table scanning time. Both thread pooling and accessing JSON file formats added value to reduce computational time and network latency.

4. CONCLUSIONS

A modular and secured data portal was developed based on demand for management of knowledge and data in ECDSWC. The demand assessment was done using questionnaires to representative professionals of ECDSWC. The source of primary data for this data portal are experts, work groups, and project teams of multiple sectors. The assessment given us insights to design and implement data portal, and helped us to understand data storing, managing, and sharing uncertainties faced in ECDSWC. It also helped us to identify the thematic areas of dataset, types of documents, and binary data formats used in ECDSWC. Further, the preliminary assessment gave us a hint on the weaknesses pertaining to data integrity, privacy, and data-storage management in the ECDSWC.

Based on the assessments done, a REST API principle-based data portal was implemented to manage large-sized and heterogeneous data of different file formats and corresponding metadata. On top of data management, the system ensures integrity, privacy, and quality of data, and improves performance. The modality, cardinality, functionality, and structure of the data portal were tested and showed that the portal’s GUI is simple to use and supports multi-tasking. The repository of the data portal is also robust enough to store, manage, access, and share a variety of datasets. The design principle, that is, abstraction, modularity, extensiveness, and maintainability of the data portal, were also tested based on community demonstrated approaches. The tests demonstrated the system’s modularity, reliability, and efficiency. In handling concurrent and simultaneous operation, the tests measured a 0 percent failure and 100 percent successful operation rate. The experiments also revealed that data portal performs at a high speed of about 12 MB/s uploading and downloading time.

Even though the data portal is reliable, efficient, robust, multi-tasking, and high-performing, the following research gaps will be addressed in the future implementation:

- Investigation of positive and negative impacts of database normalization, specifically debates about the design principle, which includes normalized or non-normalized database. The current implementation of the data portal adopted the 3 NF of database.
design; however, in future implementation, this will be analyzed and proven by developing an algorithm.

• The future data portal will implement and integrate a real time data collection module. This module will have a field data acquiring functionality, that is, data sheets and real-time data quality checking functions.

• The future data portal will also enfold data integration and intelligent data-processing functions to achieve the optimum exploitation and visualization of knowledge and insights from heterogeneous datasets. In this context, the operations of intelligent data processing will be used for identification and prediction of data structure and anatomy. Then, the classified and transformed digital map will be used to demonstrate the dynamics of diversified data of points or grids.
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